20 YEARS

2 decades of memorable moments & milestones

The Teacher Foundation®
Turning twenty seems like a lifetime, but in the life of TTF, it seems like the mere blink of an eye. So many memories and moments captured, so many highs, so many challenges and lows too. But what has endured is the deep dedication of working with teachers and schools. They are the pivot and purpose of all the work we do.

Every TTF year shown below is marked with only one or two special achievements or events. But the quiet work of working intensively with teachers and principals in schools and classrooms, continued non-stop, year on year.
The journey of a lifetime begins!

TTF is born and launches the Teacher Empowerment Programme, a first-of-its-kind sustained teacher development initiative in partnership with Wipro Applying Thought in Schools (WATIS)

Also commissioned as the evaluating organisation for the all-India Intel Teach to the Future Contest for schools and Teachers.

Reached out to 1,065+ educators
Stamp of International Certification!

TTF explores opportunities for teachers to get international teacher development certification. The First Centre in India to launch Cambridge International Diploma for Teachers & Trainers (CIDTT), in partnership with the University of Cambridge International Examinations, now called Cambridge International Examinations (CIE)

2003

Reached out to 1,025+ educators
Transforming Schools!

Launch of the Whole School Transformation Project in partnership with Wipro Applying Thought in Schools. The Teacher Empowerment Programme supported by WATIS extends to Kochi, Kerala.

Reached out to 795+ educators
Foray into e-networking!

An e-group network (T-Net) for educators launched. The Teacher Empowerment Programme supported by WATIS extends to Mumbai and Bharuch, Gujarat. Begins work with government school teachers in Bangalore.

Reached out to 1,088+ educators
TTF expands!
The government school work extends beyond Bangalore. New TTF Centres opened in Mysore, Mangalore & Yadgiri with the support of Sir Ratan Tata Trust. Work begins on Graded Reading Assessments in Kannada and development of a book of activities for Speaking Skills in English.

Design and Development of HeadLAMP
Heads Leadership and Management Programme.

Reached out to 1,964+ educators
TTF Goes Overseas

To Sri Lanka, to train teachers in the Central Provinces of Sri Lanka – the Tamil Tea-Plantations Schools, commissioned by India Srilanka Foundation, a joint organisation of the Indian and Sri Lankan High Commissions

Reached out to 2,709+ educators
Schools that Care

A National Conference in collaboration with NCERT, Delhi, focussing on the need for our schools to become gentler in their interactions with children.

Reached out to 1,351+ educators
Safe and Sensitive Schools (SASS)

TTF launches the Safe and Sensitive Schools project using Jenny Mosley’s Whole School Ecosystemic Model of Quality Circle Time in partnership with WATIS. SASS is a whole school intervention to help schools embed a culture of physical and emotional safety for all stakeholders of a school.

Whole School Turnaround Project

Launched in Affordable Private Schools in Bangalore in partnership with Michael and Susan Dell Foundation (MSDF) to successfully achieve measurable improvements in student learning.

Reached out to 3,681+ educators
Reaching out!

Expanding scope of work with Affordable Private Schools in Hyderabad with the support of Gray Matters Capital

SASS Project continues in Bangalore.

Reached out to 4,011+ educators
Excellence in School Education

National Conference in collaboration with Mentor Magazine and EduExcellence attended by more than 300 participants.

Completion of the SASS Pilot Project.
A research report
Click here to know more

Reached out to 3,864+ educators
The idea of ISELF!
Embarking on the research to develop a Framework of Standards for Social Emotional Learning for Indian Schools, supported by Wipro Applying Thought in Schools

5 Day training in Classroom Language
TTF's first foray into online teacher training in collaboration with CISCO, Department of State Educational Research and Training and Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Karnataka.
Click here to know more

Reached out to 5,384+ educators
Reaching out!

Expanding scope of work with Affordable Private Schools in Hyderabad with the support of Gray Matters Capital

SASS Project continues in Bangalore.

Reached out to 4,011+ educators
Coaching for School Success (CFSS)
The rigorous 150 hour course for senior teachers designed and conducted to build their internal capacity and to embed a coaching culture and pedagogic leadership in participating schools.

Reached out to 8,669+ educators
Focus on Inclusion!
TTF partners with Educatore School of Education, USA, now called the Moreland University to offer Teach Now, an online teacher certification programme.

Partnered with CBM, India to develop a pack of 15 modules to train teachers on Inclusive Education

Reached out to 10,567+ educators
2016

**2 Year TNT**

Launched an improved and extended The New Teacher Diploma Course – spanning 2000 hours for aspiring teachers, with the support of Maitri Trust.
[Click here](#) to know more

Reached out to 9,665+ educators
Schools that Care 2017

A Conference of Teachers & Students attended by over 350 participants from all over India. TTF’s research on social-emotional learning was shared at the conference. This research contributed to the development of the Indian Social and Emotional Learning Framework (ISELF)

Launched the Teacher Accelerator Programme with 500 teachers from affordable private schools in Mumbai with support from Nomura.
**2018**

**Pedagogy and beyond!**

Launch of The Teacher Accelerator Programme with 1000 teachers from affordable private schools in Mumbai.

Pilot testing ISELF in Bangalore schools.

Continued working with 200 schools, 900 teachers covering 6 Talukas in Raigad.

Launch of Buzz@TTF – our quarterly digital newsletters.
SEL for India

Launch of the Indian Social & Emotional Learning Framework (ISELF) with events in Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Delhi, Mumbai and Nagpur.

Journey of ISELF: Click here to know more

Launched In-School Mentoring Programme for 15 Government Schools in Bangalore Urban District.
TTF Goes Online!

The Pandemic strikes the world and TTF downsizes and goes completely online. [Click here to know more]

All our training modules are converted into online mode.

Re-launch of a new improved online version of HeadLAMP. Teachers were trained and supported with digital tools for teaching synchronous and asynchronous classes.

Conducted a series of free Heads Net Webinars featuring leading educationists, nationally and internationally. [Click here to know more]

250+ government schools teachers trained in Raigad and Thane, using online mode

First Online Graduation Ceremony of the 1,000 Teacher Project. [Click here to know more]

Reached over 6,000 teachers.
2021

Travelling to the 20 years Milestone

Completed the training of 700 Govt. school teachers in Karnataka trained online on English Encounters.

TTF designated as the Glossary Design Partner of the Life Skills Collaborative (LSC) comprising 17 partner organisations. ISELF mapped by EASEL Labs of Harvard University. Click here to know more

Launch of TTF App—an accessible mobile-based platform for teachers to connect with each other, share views and have access to high quality professional development opportunities. The App is a fitting way to celebrate 2 decades of committed work of enabling and inspiring teachers and school leaders.
teachers are like trees
trees come in different sizes, shapes, colours, textures and each one is special in their own way.
trees teachers nurture lives amongst them, below & beyond
like trees teachers protect young lives amongst them, below & beyond
trees teachers have value, influence and impact beyond their time
from one ‘tree’ to another... let us spread out our branches & grow!

https://twitter.com/ttfupdates
https://www.facebook.com/teacherfoundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/theteacherfoundation/

Download TTF App from:
Apple: https://apps.apple.com/in/app/ttf-the-teacher-foundation/id1584000913